Fine distribution of substance P-like immunoreactivity in the dorsal nucleus of the vagus nerve in cats.
The ultrastructure of substance P (SP)-immunoreactive elements in the cat dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus nerve was examined using pre- and post-embedding immunocytochemical procedures. Substance P-like immunoreactivity was observed in axon terminals and axon fibres which were mostly unmyelinated. Quantitative data showed that at least 16% of axon terminals contained SP. Their mean diameter was larger than that of their non-immunoreactive counterparts. Most (83%) SP-containing terminals were seen to contact dendrites but some were observed adjoining soma or entirely embedded in the cytoplasm of vagal neurons (4.5%). Only 0.5% were observed to contact soma of internuerons. A few immunoreactive axon terminals (4%) were observed in contact with non-immunoreactive axon terminals. Round agranular vesicles and numerous dense core vesicles were visible in most SP-containing axon terminals (84.6%). The immunogold procedure showed the preferential subcellular location of SP to be dense core vesicles. In 32.4% of cases, SP-containing terminals were involved in synaptic contacts that were generally of the asymmetrical Gray type 1 and mainly apposed dendrites. The theoretical total of synaptic contacts was 74.5% and this suggests the existence of weak non-synaptic SP innervation involving approximately 25% of SP-containing axon terminals. No axo-axonic synapses were observed in the dorsal vagal nucleus. These results support the hypothesis that SP found in the dorsal vagal nucleus originates partly from vagal afferents and is involved in direct modulation of visceral functions mediated by vagal preganglionic neurons.